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Abstract: We introduce a system of parameters for the Monte Carlo generation of
Lorentz invariant phase space that is particularly well-suited to the treatment of the in-
frared divergences that occur in the most singular, Born-like configurations of 1→ n QCD
processes. A key feature is that particle momenta are generated independently of one an-
other, leading to a simple parameterisation of all such IR limits. We exemplify the use of
these variables in conjunction with the projection to Born subtraction technique at next-
to-next-to-leading order. The geometric origins of this parameterisation lie in a coordinate
chart on a Grassmannian manifold.
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1 Introduction
Differential predictions for generic collider observables rely on a Monte Carlo (MC) sampling
of Lorentz invariant phase space,
dΦn =
dd−1p1
(2pi)d−12E1
· · · d
d−1pn
(2pi)d−12En
(2pi)dδ(d)(P −
∑
i
pi) , (1.1)
with a prescription for dealing with the infrared (IR) singularities that arise from soft
and collinear limits of amplitudes. A number of state-of-the-art techniques exist to obtain
next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) precision in QCD for exclusive observables [1–20];
refinements of these methods, as well as the development of new proposals, target improved
MC stability and efficiency [21–29]. As a result, exclusive predictions at N3LO are beginning
to appear [30–32].
For numerical stability, it is desirable that the MC generation reflects the structure of
the technique for handling IR singularities. The main purpose of this paper is to introduce a
method of MC phase space generation that melds particularly naturally with the structure
of projection to Born (P2B) subtraction [14]. The P2B method is used to promote an NkLO
inclusive and Nk−1LO exclusive calculation of a process X and X + j, respectively, to a
fully exclusive NkLO calculation. The original proposal demonstrated its use to calculate
Higgs production in vector boson fusion at NNLO, and it has since been utilised to compute
t-channel single top production at NNLO [33], and the N3LO corrections to jet production
in deep inelastic scattering [31]. In this paper, we consider the 1 → n topology only
(example processes being Higgs decay to quarks/gluons, e+e− → jets, etc.). The phase
space generation we present is not restricted to being used with the P2B method—we
highlight this technique as a way of emphasising the very simple way in which the most
singular, Born-like IR configurations are generated in the MC program, which can of course
be coupled with any subtraction formalism.
We consider MC generation of phase space in a coordinate system that we summarise
in eqs. (1.2)–(1.5), restricting the presentation to the case of massless momenta. The phase
space measure is defined in terms of proxy momenta, qi,
dΦn = (2pi)
d−n(d−1)m(d−2)n−d
dΩd−1
2d−1
dd−1q3
2|q3| · · ·
dd−1qn
2|qn|
1
z(d−2)n
, (1.2)
with m2 = P 2 and where
z2 =
( n∑
i=1
qi
)2
, (1.3)
and each integration dd−1qi is over all of Rd−1. The momenta qi are defined in an energy-
scaled Lorentz frame that fixes momenta 1 and 2 such that q1 + q2 = (1,0),
q1 =
1
2
(1, 0, −1) , q2 = 1
2
(1, 0, 1) , qi≥3 = (|qi|, qi) , (1.4)
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and the physical momenta, pi, are recovered in a given frame, e.g. the centre of mass frame
where P = (m, 0, 0, 0), by performing a common scaling transformation, qi → m/z qi, and
the necessary qi dependent Lorentz transformation, L,
pi = L
(m
z
qi
)
. (1.5)
Some nice features of this coordinate system are evident. Most importantly, each
momenta qi is parameterised independently of the others—see eq. (1.4)—and the limits
of integration on the variables dd−1q3 . . . dd−1qn in eq. (1.2) are all free i.e. independent
of each other. We will see that these facts will simplify the treatment of IR limits. By
construction, the physical momenta, pi, are on-shell and momentum conserving, the latter
thanks to the transformation in eq. (1.5). It is trivial to pull out overall Lorentz rotations
such that these variables are factorised (e.g. so as to be treated differently in the MC
sampling).
Eq. (1.2) is, to the best of our knowledge, a new result. A similar system of inde-
pendently parameterised momenta variables (IPMVs) does however exist in the literature.
It is that employed by the RAMBO MC generator [34]—the way of treating the phase
space measure distinctly from generated physical four-momenta, and the use of the scaling
eq. (1.5) are, in particular, common features. However, the IPMVs considered here differ
significantly in their fixing of momentum 1 and 2; this is crucial for the analysis of the IR
limits.
This parameterisation is inspired by a deeper picture of the geometry of phase space in
momentum-spinor variables [35]. Specifically, we will make a connection between eq. (1.2)
and the well-known Grassmannian geometry of scattering kinematics [36] (the closely related
momentum twistor parameterisation is already utilised in QCD applications, see e.g. [37,
38]). In doing so, we will anticipate a reparameterisaton of eq. (1.2) to another system
of IPMVs in which the most singular, Born-like parton configurations are located around
a common origin in parameter space. It is in this sense that MC generation of phase
space in these variables reflects the structure of the P2B method, which is concerned with
subtracting exactly these singularities.
The organisation of this paper is as follows. We begin by deriving eq. (1.2) in Sec. 2,
in slightly more generality than presented above in that we allow for massive momenta. In
Sec. 2.1, setting d = 4 and working with massless momenta again, we explore the relation to
the Grassmannian, and discover a P2B-friendly change of variables. (Appendix. B details a
d-dimensional version—Grassmannian-esque variables—that are amenable to dimensional
regularisation.) In Sec. 3 we study Mandelstam variables, sector decomposition, and the
Nn−2LO, 1→ n, IR limits of a sector in terms of these P2B-friendly IPMVs. We use these
results in Sec. 4, exemplifying the use of the IPMVs in conjunction with the P2B method in
a 1→ n setting via a toy double real phase space integral. Sec. 5 presents our conclusions.
2 Derivation of eq. (1.2), and relation to the Grassmannian
Eq. (1.2) parameterises each point in phase space via proxy momenta, qi, in which q1
and q2 are fixed. The physical momenta are recovered via a locally defined (i.e. q3 . . . qn
– 3 –
dependent) Lorentz boost and energy-scaling. The reverse statement is that eq. (1.2) can
be obtained from eq. (1.1) via a ‘gauge fixing’ (we use this terminology in the sense of
coordinate fixing) procedure to set q1 and q2 to the form they take in eq. (1.4). Our proof
will follow this logic.
We proceed directly from the canonical parameterisation of phase space, eq. (1.1), and
use the Fadeev-Popov (FP) trick—see, for example, [39]—to perform this gauge fixing.
We will work in general d dimensions, with momenta of arbitrary invariant mass, mi,
specialising to the massless case (i.e. proving eq. (1.2)) at the end. In similar notation to
that of the RAMBO publication, we write,
p = xLb(q) , (2.1)
to denote the transformation,
p0 = xγ(q0 − b · q) ,
p = x(q+ γb(ab · q− q0)) , (2.2)
where a = γ/(1 + γ), and γ = (1− |b|2)−1/2.
First, we insert unity into eq. (1.1),
1 =
∫
dx
∫
dd−1b δ(d)(1/xL−b(p12)− I)
∣∣∣∣∂ (1/xL−b(p12))∂(x,b)
∣∣∣∣ , (2.3)
where p12 = p1 + p2, and I = (w,0), with w an arbitrary scale that represents a choice
in the invariant mass of q1 + q2 (and drops out of the final expression). In words, we are
integrating over boosts b and scalings x, with a delta function to implement our gauge
fixing condition.
Eq. (1.1) becomes,
(2pi)d−n(d−1)
∫
dx
∫
dd−1b δ(d)(1/xL−b(p12)− I)
∣∣∣∣∂ (1/xL−b(p12))∂(x,b)
∣∣∣∣ δ(d)(P −∑
i
pi)
×
n∏
i=1
ddpi δ(p
2
i −m2i )θ(p0i ) , (2.4)
where we reinstated the delta functions enforcing the on-shell conditions, p2i = m
2
i , for
each particle. We next make the transformation pi → qi = 1/xL−b(pi). The FP Jaco-
bian must reproduce the Haar measures of the scale and boost transformations, 1/x and
γd, respectively; the phase space measure is invariant under the boost component of the
transformation, but not the scaling, under which it picks up a factor of xdn,
(2pi)d−n(d−1)wd
∫
dx
x
∫
dd−1b γd δ(d)(q1 + q2 − I)xdnδ(d)(P −
∑
i
xLb(qi))
×
n∏
i=1
dd−1qi
2Ei
dm2qi δ(x
2m2qi −m2i ) . (2.5)
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We now use the gauge-fixing delta functions to eliminate the integration over the spatial
directions of q1, and, going to spherical coordinates, the radial spatial direction of q2, to
obtain the usual two particle phase space expression,
∫
dd−1q1
2E1
dd−1q2
2E2
δ(d)(q1 + q2 − I) = 1
4
qd−3CM
w
dΩd−1 , (2.6)
where,
q2CM =
1
4w2
(w −mq1 −mq2)(w −mq1 +mq2)(w +mq1 −mq2)(w +mq1 +mq2) . (2.7)
Finally, we can use the momentum conservation delta function to fix the integrals over dx
and dd−1b, after substituting
δ(d)(P −
∑
i
xLb(qi)) =
1
xd
δ(d)(
1
x
L−b(P )−
∑
i
qi) ,
=
1
xd
m−d
xd+1
γd
δ(x−m/z)δ(d−1)(b− b12) ,
(2.8)
where in the second line we have chosen, for simplicity, the centre of mass frame P = (m,0),
with z =
√
(
∑
i qi)
2, and b12 = (
∑
i qi)/(
∑
i q
0
i ). We arrive at,
dΦn = (2pi)
d−n(d−1) 1
4
m(d−2)n−dwd−1qd−3CMdΩ
d−1dd−1q3
2E3
· · · d
d−1qn
2En
1
z(d−2)n
×
(
m2
z2
)n n∏
i=1
dm2qi δ(
m2m2qi
z2
−m2i ) , (2.9)
where we can identify the dΩd−1 as an overall rotation. In the general case, where all
particles are massive, the solution of the remaining delta functions is non-trivial; however,
significant simplifications occur if we assume the only massive momenta are p1 and p2. In
this case z does not depend on mq1 and mq2 , because it is a function only of q1 + q2: this
is fixed to be (w, 0) regardless of masses. Eq. (2.9) then becomes,
dΦn = (2pi)
d−n(d−1) 1
4
m(d−2)n−dwd−1qd−3CMdΩ
d−1dd−1q3
2E3
· · · d
d−1qn
2En
1
z(d−2)n
, (2.10)
where qCM is given in eq. (2.7) with,
mq1 =
z
m
m1 , mq2 =
z
m
m2 . (2.11)
Finally, this reduces to eq. (1.2) for the fully massless case, and where we set w = 1 (the
above expressions are of course independent of w, which can be seen by scaling qi → w qi).
We will be concerned only with the massless case for the remainder of this paper.
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2.1 Relation to the Grassmannian
The boost and scale transformation to fix the special 1-2 frame has its roots in a deeper
geometry of phase space: it is associated with a coordinate chart on a Grassmannian mani-
fold. As well as making the connection with some beautiful aspects of spinor helicity phase
space geometry [35], the natural coordinates on the Grassmannian anticipate a coordinate
change to the P2B-friendly variables—those which are suited to the generation of Born-like
singularities—whose IR limits we will go on to study in Sec. 3.
To see this, we proceed in d = 4 dimensions with massless momenta, naturally repre-
sented through spinor-helicity variables,
pα˙αi = λ˜
α˙
i λ
α
i , p
µ
i =
1
2
σµαα˙p
α˙α
i , (2.12)
where λ˜α˙ = (λα)∗ for real momenta. Following a similar argument to [36]—see also [35]—a
geometric interpretation of these kinematics is obtained as follows: think of λαi as defining
two complex n-vectors, λ1 = (λα=11 , . . . , λα=1n ) and λ2 = (λα=21 , . . . , λα=2n ). Momentum
conservation (in the centre of mass frame with total momentum P =
∑
i λ˜iλi) is then the
statement that these vectors are orthogonal:
λ1 · λ˜2 = 0 , λ1 · λ˜1 = m, λ2 · λ˜2 = m. (2.13)
SL(2,C) Lorentz transformations act on λ1 and λ2 as transformations within the (λ1,λ2)
plane. Hence, massless n-particle phase space, modulo overall spatial rotations, can be
described as the set of all planes passing through the origin in Cn. This space is the
complex Grassmannian Gr(2, n).
In order to utilise this geometric interpretation of phase space, we first need to define
coordinates on the Grassmannian. In describing each point in Gr(2, n) by two arbitrary,
linearly-independent vectors there is a redundancy associated with GL(2,C) transforma-
tions acting in the plane. In the case of interest this is nothing other than the SL(2,C) of
the Lorentz transformations, and a complex scale transformation. This redundancy can be
removed via a gauge fixing, with each gauge choice corresponding to a different chart on
the Grassmannian. A particularly convenient choice that we will adopt is,
λ1 = e−iφ(0, 1, u3, . . . , un) ,
λ2 = eiφ(1, 0, v3, . . . , vn) .
(2.14)
In fact, this is a partial gauge fixing up to the additional phase φ which acts on the spinors
as a Lorentz rotation.
At this point we recall that there is a further redundancy that arises when using spinor
variables, associated with the fact that the momenta pµi are invariant under the transfor-
mation λαi → eiθiλαi . This redundancy can be used to remove a further n − 1 phases (one
common phase is already removed by the GL(2,C) gauge-fixing), such that
λ1 = (0, 1, u3e
i(φ3−φ), . . . , unei(φn−φ)) ,
λ2 = (1, 0, v3, . . . , vn) ,
(2.15)
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where we have moved to polar coordinates with 0 ≤ ui, vi <∞ and 0 ≤ φi < 2pi. Note that
we could have used the remaining gauge freedom in φ to remove one of the φi; however, since
phase space is the product of the Grassmannian and the Lorentz rotations it is convenient
for now to retain this additional angle and simply redefine φi → φi + φ. This leaves us
with 3n− 6 real parameters which, combined with the remaining two Lorentz rotations, is
precisely the dimension of n-particle phase space.
The Grassmannian picture also allows us to directly obtain the phase space integration
measure. Using the fact that the Grassmannian is a Kähler manifold via its Plücker em-
bedding in CP(
n
2)−1, we can derive (see appendix A for details) an expression for the phase
space measure in these coordinates:
dΦn = (2pi)
4−3ndΩ3
23
1
z2n
n∏
i=3
uivi duidvidφi , (2.16)
where z is given in terms of u and v in eq. (A.3) (or equivalently using eq. (1.3) with the qi
given in eq. (3.1) below). A dimensionally continued version of eq. (2.16)—Grassmannian-
esque phase space—is presented in appendix B, along with a discussion of its associated
geometry.
3 P2B-friendly IPMVs
In exploring the geometric origins of fixing two of the phase space momenta (q1 and q2)
to canonical values, we ended up with a measure eq. (2.16) in terms of Grassmannian
coordinates. That this is a simple change of variables from eq. (1.2) can be most easily seen
by reconstructing the four-momenta from the spinors in eq. (2.15), via eq. (2.12). We have,
qµ1 =
1
2
(1, 0, 0, −1) , qµ2 =
1
2
(1, 0, 0, 1) ,
qµi≥3 =
1
2
(u2i + v
2
i , 2uivi cosφi, 2uivi sinφi, u
2
i − v2i ) ,
(3.1)
where 0 ≤ ui, vi < ∞ and 0 ≤ φi < 2pi, and where, as discussed under eq. (2.15), one
combination of the φi can be identified as a further overall rotation (in practice one can set
e.g. φ3 = 0). As in eq. (1.4), these are not the physical momenta, but must be related to
the pi via eq. (1.5); we will work with m = 1 in the following. In this section we will see
why this change of variables from eq. (1.4) to eq. (3.1) is P2B-friendly.
We are going to be discussing IR limits, and any collinear or soft configuration will
stay collinear or soft under any finite scaling, boost or rotation. However, it is clear that
to reconstruct a configuration of physical momenta where p1 and p2 are collinear to each
other and/or soft, an infinite boost and/or scaling are going to be required, associated with
limits where one or more of the ui or vi tend to infinity; these are not straightforward to
analyse. This motivates the splitting of the total phase space into sectors, such that eq. (3.1)
parameterises the sector where s12 remains finite, thus precluding the tricky projective IR
limits. With such a sector splitting, we see one of the reasons IPMVs are well suited to IR
subtraction: the complicated, non-linear transformations from qi to pi (which, in addition,
undo the independent nature of the parameterisation) do not enter the discussion of IR
singularities.
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3.1 Mandelstam variables and sector decomposition
From eq. (3.1) (and the scaling component of eq. (1.5) to the physical momenta), it is
straightforward to see that the Mandelstam invariants in these variables take three different
forms,
s12 =
1
z2
, (3.2)
s1i =
u2i
z2
, s2i =
v2i
z2
, i ≥ 3 , (3.3)
sij =
u2i v
2
j + u
2
jv
2
i − 2uiviujvj cos(φi − φj)
z2
, 3 ≤ i < j ≤ n . (3.4)
Sectors are defined through requiring one Mandelstam invariant to be greater than all
others. As already mentioned, the parameterisation above, with momenta 1 and 2 singled
out as special, is most naturally associated with the 1-2 sector,
s12 > all other sij . (3.5)
The strategy for obtaining simple Born-like IR limits everywhere in phase space will be
to parameterise each different sector i-j via a permutation of the above IPMVs, such that
momenta i and j are the special momenta. From the discussion of the previous section, this
is precisely choosing a different coordinate chart on the Grassmannian for each different
sector. For the remainder of this section, we continue to work in the 1-2 parameterisation
without loss of generality.
We need to define sectors in terms of the IPMVs. For this we can inspect the form
of the Mandelstam invariants. All invariants have a common factor of 1/z2; comparing
eq. (3.2) to eq. (3.3), we get the constraint,
0 ≤ ui < 1 , 0 ≤ vi < 1 , i ≥ 3 . (3.6)
For n > 3, part of this hypercube must be cut out; comparing eq. (3.2) to eq. (3.4) we have,
u2i v
2
j + u
2
jv
2
i − 2uiviujvj cos(φi − φj) < 1 , 3 ≤ i < j ≤ n , (3.7)
which is easily implemented numerically in an MC program.
3.2 The Nn−2LO IR limits of a sector
Nn−2LO IR limits occur in the regions of phase space approaching two-particle kinematics.
We now study these limits with P2B-friendly IPMVs.
Within the 1-2 sector, two-particle kinematics can only be achieved with a configuration
where momenta 1 and 2 are back-to-back, and each particle 3 through n is collinear with
either particle 1 or 2, or else soft. For particle i to be collinear to particle 1 (2), we set
ui → 0 (vi → 0); for particle i to be soft, both ui, vi → 0. These limits do not involve the
angular variables φi.
That is, all Nn−2LO of sector 1-2 are intersections of subsets of zero hyper-surfaces
of the hypercube 0 ≤ ui, vi < 1. From the point of view of simplicity and MC efficiency,
– 8 –
this is an attractive feature. An example: the intersections of zero hyper-surfaces and the
corresponding Nn−2LO limits in the 1-2 sector for the case n = 4 are given by,
Zero hyper-surfaces u3 → 0 v3 → 0 u3, v3 → 0
u4 → 0 1||3||4 2||3 and 1||4 1||4 and 3 soft
v4 → 0 1||3 and 2||4 2||3||4 2||4 and 3 soft
u4, v4 → 0 1||3 and 4 soft 2||3 and 4 soft 3, 4 soft
(3.8)
As detailed further in the next section, the P2B method, applied to 1 → n processes,
assumes that the 3-jet rate is known at Nn−3LO; it then provides the prescription to subtract
off the remaining Nn−2LO IR singularities. Here we see that the limit ui, vi → 0 for all
i provides a simple projection that is used in the P2B method: all the possible Nn−2LO
IR configurations in this sector have the same 2-jet kinematics. This is the reason why we
claim the IPMVs of eq. (3.1) are P2B-friendly.
4 P2B subtraction of 1→ n processes with IPMVs
The P2B method for observables of 1 → n processes in massless QCD is implemented
schematically as (we adopt the notation of [31]),
dσN
n−2LO
X
dO =
dσN
n−3LO
X+j
dO −
dσN
n−3LO
X+j
dOB +
dσN
n−2LO, incl.
X
dOB , (4.1)
where dO defines the differential IR-safe observable with full kinematics, and dOB defines
the Born kinematics onto which the full event is projected. In this case dOB = dΦ2. Based
on the discussion of the previous section, we can now give our prescription using the IPMVs.
First we partition the phase space of the full event into sectors. Within each sector i-j,
we parameterise using eq. (2.16), with momenta qi and qj taking the special fixed values,
i.e. a permutation of eq. (3.1). Let us focus on the sector 1-2. The full event kinematics are
given by the qi of eq. (3.1), scaled and boosted to the physical pi. The projected kinematics
can be taken as the two-jet configuration that coincides with all Nn−2LO IR limits, as per
the discussion of Sec. 3.2: pB1 =
1
2(1, 0, 0,−1), pB2 = 12(1, 0, 0, 1).
4.1 NNLO double real toy example
We will illustrate the P2B method using IPMVs with a double real toy phase space integral,
chosen so as to provide a straightforward differential cross-check (see below),
dσNNLORR
dO =
∫
dΦ4
s12
s13s23s14s24
J(O4) . (4.2)
We construct the NLO 3 jet calculation using the Catani-Seymour (CS) dipole formal-
ism [40]. That is,
dσNLORR+j
dO =
∫
dΦ4
(
dσRRJ(O4)− dσCJ(O3, dip)
)
+
∫
dΦ3 dσICJ(O3) , (4.3)
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where dσRR is the function of Mandelstam variables in eq. (4.2), and dσC is the CS dipole
counter-term; the jet function J(O3, dip) is evaluated with the dipole momenta constructed
using the usual dipole map. The integrated counter-term is denoted dσIC .
For the inclusive NNLO calculation we perform the reduction of eq. (4.2) to the master
integrals in Ref. [41] using the reverse unitarity procedure of Ref. [42], and the program
FIRE [43, 44]. We find, in d = 4− 2 dimensions,
dσNNLO, inclRR
dOB =
dσNNLO, inclRR
dΦ2
=
(4pi)−4+2
Γ(1− )2
(
1
4
− 4pi
2
32
− 24ζ3

+
8pi4
45
+O()
)
. (4.4)
These ingredients can now be used to obtain the exclusive NNLO calculation eq. (4.2),
via the P2B prescription of eq. (4.1),
dσNNLORR
dO =
∫
dΦ4
(
dσRRJ(O4)− dσCJ(O3, dip)− dσRRJ(O4→B) + dσCJ(O3, dip→B)
)
+
∫
dΦ3
(
dσICJ(O3)− dσICJ(O3→B)
)
+
dσNNLO, inclRR
dOB .
(4.5)
The IPMVs introduced in this work are used to construct the phase space and the relevant
projections to Born kinematics. Explicitly, the four particle phase space is split into sectors.
For sector 1-2, we parameterise phase space using eq. (2.16) (absorbing φ3 as an overall
rotation, dΩ2, and writing φ4 = φ),
dΦ4 = (2pi)
−6dΦ2 dΩ2
u3v3u4v4
z8
du3dv3du4dv4dφ , (4.6)
where,
z2 = 1 + u23 + v
2
3 + u
2
4 + v
2
4 + u
2
3v
2
4 + u
2
4v
2
3 − 2u3v3u4v4 cosφ , (4.7)
and the limits of integration are, from eqs. (3.6), (3.7),
0 ≤ ui, vi ≤ 1 , 0 ≤ φ < 2pi , with u23v24 + u24v23 − 2u3v3u4v4 cosφ < 1 . (4.8)
The full-event kinematics, p1, . . . , p4, are constructed first by obtaining the proxy momenta
qi via eq. (3.1),
q1 =
1
2
(1, 0, 0,−1) , q2 = 1
2
(1, 0, 0, 1) ,
q3 =
1
2
(u23 + v
2
3, 2u3v3, 0, u
2
3 − v23) ,
q4 =
1
2
(u24 + v
2
4, 2u4v4 cosφ, 2u4v4 sinφ, u
2
4 − v24) ,
(4.9)
and then using eq. (1.5) to recover the pi,
pi = L
(
1
z
qi
)
, (4.10)
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where L is the (u, v, φ)-dependent Lorentz boost to the CM frame of the pi. The projection
to Born is taken to be the limit ui, vi → 0 of the above kinematics, giving,
pB1 =
1
2
(1, 0, 0,−1), pB2 =
1
2
(1, 0, 0, 1) ; (4.11)
these are the momenta that are used in the jet function J(O4→B). Because we have the
full-event kinematics pi as explicit functions of the IPMVs, we simply follow the standard
CS prescription for constructing the dipole momenta out of the pi; the limit ui, vi → 0 also
projects the dipole momenta to those of eq. (4.11). Different sectors are treated via an
index permutation of eq. (4.9). The analogous construction is used for the three particle
MC integral in eq. (4.5).
We constructed an independent check of the differential distributions obtained using the
P2B method with IPMVs. The integrand of eq. (4.2) in the Grassmannian-esque variables
given in appendix B has factorised limits as ui, vi → 0; furthermore these limits comprise all
IR singularities, owing to the s12 in the numerator. We can, then, employ a straightforward
plus-prescription limit subtraction to obtain the distributions.
5 Discussion
In this paper we introduced a system of independently parameterised momenta variables—
defined through eqs. (2.16), (3.1), and (1.5)—that form the basis for an MC generation of
phase space. We explored its geometric (Grassmannian) origins. The construction is general
in that it applies to 1 → n body phase space for any n, and it is designed to efficiently
and simultaneously parameterise all Nn−2LO IR singularities that occur in a given sector.
As shown in Sec. 3.2, these singularities are intersections of various zero hypersurfaces of a
hypercube in parameter space. We exemplified the use of these IPMVs in conjunction with
the P2B technique by considering a toy NNLO example in Sec. 4. Of course, it is important
in future to test the efficiency of using the IPMVs in conjunction with the P2B method (or
other scheme) in interesting phenomenological 1→ n settings at NNLO and beyond.
The generality of the IPMV parameterisation derived in Sec. 2 suggests multiple avenues
for further exploration. For instance, it is natural to investigate its use in combination with
phase space recursion and amplitude factorisation, with an eye to a generic subtraction
scheme at NNLO. Another logical direction is to consider topologies beyond 1→ n and/or
its use in higher order calculations that involve massive particles.
Finally, we focused here on numerical MC techniques, but it will be interesting to
explore the analytic use of these variables; Appendix B presents some initial steps in this
direction.
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A Grassmannian Phase Space Measure
The Grassmannian Gr(2, n) can be embedded into the complex projective space CP(
n
2)−1
and hence is a Kähler manifold. The corresponding Kähler potential is
fG = log det(ZZ
†) , (A.1)
where Z is the 2× n matrix of coordinates on the Grassmannian, which is defined up to a
GL(2,C) transformation. Following our gauge choice in Eq. (2.14) we have
Z =
(
0 1 u3 · · · un
1 0 v3 · · · vn
)
. (A.2)
Evaluating the determinant in the Kähler potential yields
det(ZZ†) =
(
1 +
n∑
i=3
u¯iui
)(
1 +
n∑
i=3
v¯ivi
)
−
(
n∑
i=3
u¯ivi
)(
n∑
i=3
v¯iui
)
≡ z2 . (A.3)
This is precisely the same z2 that appears in Eq. (1.3), up to additional (redundant) phases.
From the above Kähler potential, and its corresponding Kähler form ωG = i/2 ∂∂¯fG, it is
reasonably straightforward to obtain the measure on the Grassmannian,
volG = ω
2(n−2)
G =
(
i
2
)2(n−2) 1
z2n
n∏
i=3
duidu¯idvidv¯i , (A.4)
where ω2(n−2)G is understood as a wedge product. Transforming from holomorphic to polar
coordinates (ui → uieiφi , vi → vieiθi), removing the redundant phases (which we take to be
θi), and including the integration over the Lorentz rotations and overall normalisation, we
obtain the expression for the differential phase space volume in Grassmannian coordinates,
dΦn = (2pi)
4−3ndΩ3
23
1
z2n
n∏
i=3
uivi duidvidφi . (A.5)
B Dimensional regularisation with Grassmannian-esque variables
The Grassmannian exposition suggests writing,
dd−1qi = dqzi d
d−2q||i , (B.1)
= dqzi |q||i |d−3 d|q||i | dΩd−2i , (B.2)
and making the change of variables,
qzi =
1
2
(u2i − v2i ), |q||i | = ui vi , 0 ≤ ui, vi <∞, (B.3)
– 12 –
such that eq. (1.2) can be cast in the form
dΦn = (2pi)
d−n(d−1)m(d−2)n−d
dΩd−1
2d−1
1
z(d−2)n
n∏
i=3
(uivi)
d−3duidvidΩd−2i . (B.4)
We work out some examples in d = 4−2. For two-particle phase space, one simply obtains,
dΦ2 = 2
−3+2(2pi)−2+2m−2dΩ3−2 . (B.5)
For three-particle phase space, the dΩd−23 can be identified as the additional overall rotation,
dΦ3 = 2
−3+2(2pi)−5+4m2−4dΩ3−2dΩ2−2
(
u23v
2
3
z6
)−
u3v3
z6
du3dv3 . (B.6)
For four-particle phase space, again we can identify dΩd−23 as an overall rotation; we then
write dΩd−24 = sin
d−4 θ dθdΩd−3 where 0 ≤ θ < pi,
dΦ4 = 2
−3+2(2pi)−8+6m4−6dΩ3−2dΩ2−2dΩ1−2
(
u23v
2
3u
2
4v
2
4 sin
2 θ
z8
)−
u3v3u4v4
z8
du3dv3du4dv4dθ .
(B.7)
In the  = 0 limit, dΩ1dθ can be written as dφ with 0 ≤ φ < 2pi; this identifies with the
variable φ in eq. (4.6), that appears in the four-momenta as per eq. (4.9).
We emphasise that the u, v variables introduced in eq. (B.3) do not have anything a
priori to do with spinor variables, in contrast to the u and v in eq. (2.16) which have a
direct relation with the Grassmannian geometry. They are, however, suggestive of a way of
associating a dimensional continuation to the geometry described in terms of the complex
n-vectors λ1 and λ2 defined under eq. (2.12). This is most easily appreciated through the
dependence of the phase space volume on the dim reg parameter , for d = 4−2, as written
in the form given in [41],
Vol(Φ4−2n ) ∝
Γ(1− )n
Γ(n(1− ))Γ((n− 1)(1− )) . (B.8)
We write,
duiu
d−3
i dΩ
d−2
i = d
d−2ui , (B.9)
dviv
d−3
i = dviv
d−3
i
dΩd−2
Sd−2
= dd−2vi/Sd−2 , (B.10)
where
Sd =
∫
dΩd =
2pi
d
2
Γ(d2)
. (B.11)
Using this, we can derive that,
n∏
i=1
dd−1qi
2Ei
=
n∏
i=1
(uivi)
d−3duidvidΩd−2i =
1
(Sd−2)n
dn(d−2)λ1 dn(d−2)λ2 . (B.12)
– 13 –
In d = 4, the 2n-real dimensional integral d2nλ corresponds to integrating over the complex
n dimensional vector λ. We see that, in moving from d = 4 to d = 4 − 2, the 2n real-
dimensional vectors λ1 and λ2 become 2n(1− ) dimensional, i.e. the dimensions of these
vectors get squashed by a factor of (1 − ). The volume of the Grassmannian contains
the product of the volume of a complex n and (n − 1) sphere in particle number space
(see [35]). Here, we see that the Γ(n(1− )) and Γ((n− 1)(1− )) factors in eq. (B.8) arise
geometrically from squashing these balls by this factor of (1 − ). The geometric origin of
the Γ(1− )n is the analytic continuation of the volume of the space that the little group,
SO(d − 2), acts on, as introduced in eq. (B.10) for each particle. We will further explore
these ideas elsewhere.
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